ROOTED
and GR OW I NG
A STRATEGIC PLAN for GRACE

Elizabeth VanDuine

To Live in the Mercy of God
To lie back under the tallest
oldest trees. How far the stems
rise, rise
before ribs of shelter
open!

To live in the mercy of God.
To feel vibrate the enraptured

To live in the mercy of God. The complete
sentence too adequate, has no give.
Awe, not comfort. Stone, elbows of
stony wood beneath lenient
moss bed.
And awe suddenly
passing beyond itself. Becomes
a form of comfort.
Becomes the steady
air you glide on, arms
stretched like the wings of flying foxes.
To hear the multiple silence
of trees, the rainy
forest depths of their listening.
To float, upheld,
as salt water
would hold you,
once you dared.

waterfall flinging itself
unabating down and down
to clenched fists of rock.
Swiftness of plunge,
hour after year after century,
O or Ah
uninterrupted, voice
many-stranded.
To breathe
spray. The smoke of it.
Arcs
of steelwhite foam, glissades
of fugitive jade barely perceptible. Such
passion—
rage or joy?
Thus, not mild, not
temperate,
God’s love for the world. Vast
flood of mercy
flung on resistance.

Denise Levertov, “To Live in the Mercy of God”
from Sands from the Well. Copyright © 1996
by Denise Levertov.
Cover image; “Happy 250th Birthday” by Elizabeth VanDuine. Used with permission.
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Strategic Plan Goals Summary

I. Renewing Our Culture In Worship
Through Prayer, Art, And Song
Goal: Through the leadership of its clergy, tribes,
Eucharistic Ministers, and music circle, Grace will
support and strengthen the active participation of
all gathered in prayer, art, and song.
Why: Through the inspiration of God’s Spirit,
our community’s worship and service is a joyful
expression of creativity. At Grace, we seek to
include all members as active participants in and
as contributors to meaningful worship and in our
shared spiritual life.
How (Possibilities):
• Provide enough staff hours for a music director to
lead Grace into a future of making music together,
and convening interest led music groups that draw
forth and share the gifts of our congregation.
• Expand liturgical offerings by live-streaming
liturgies, and by adding liturgies that may be
shared off-site (for example, daily office on ferry or
gatherings in Port Townsend or North Kitsap or on
an online platform).
• Include the arts in worship planning (for example,
featuring the work of guest artists in our worship
space; offering opportunities for congregants to
respond to scripture and tradition with poetry,
art, and music, inviting guest artists for various
seasons).

and youth ministries for our current context, and
will support the engagement of children, youth,
and families into all dimensions of parish life
Why: Grace Church is growing as a community in
which children, youth, and families are accepted,
understood, welcomed, and nurtured. Our
shared worship will cultivate an authentic sense of
belonging for people of all ages, and our programs
will invite children, youth, and adults to grow in
their trust of God and one another.
How (Possibilities):
• Strengthen dedicated programs for youth
and children including Sunday School offerings
with expanded lay leadership and youth group
gatherings.
• Support and build community among parents of
Grace Church, and build up community among
families in the regions where they live, including in
northern Kitsap County and on Bainbridge Island.
• Nurture intergenerational relationships through
Program Ministry Council (PMC) programs and
liturgical service.
• Reach out to families in our community who are
not currently part of Grace Church.

III. Inclusive, Engaged,
Intergenerational Community

Goal: At Grace, we will encourage people of all
ages and backgrounds to share their gifts with one
II. Inviting, Nurturing, And Incorporating another, to be in intergenerational and mutual
Families, Children, And Youth
relationships, and to participate in small groups for
service, learning, or reflection.
Goal: Drawing on our history of vibrant youth
Why: In a culture where people are hungry to
ministry, Grace will revitalize our parish’s children’s
Grace Episcopal Church • Bainbridge Island
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belong and contribute, Grace will create structures
that orient and incorporate people into our
common life, and help individuals identify and
cultivate gifts to share.
How (Possibilities):
• Strengthen the structures by which we greet,
orient, and incorporate newcomers.
• Redevelop the role of tribes in our congregation,
and offer training to help tribe leaders invite
hospitality.
• Provide opportunities for individual members of
Grace to discern their gifts.
• Build on and strengthen our small group ministries
of learning, worship, and service.

IV. Pastoral Care & Outreach
Cultivating a Culture of Service
Goal: Grace will equip and empower all
parishioners to discern gifts for, be involved in,
and be transformed by ministries of service in our
congregation and with our neighbors.
Why: Each member of our community, no matter
their age, is called to pray for, serve, and grow
in love for neighbors inside and outside of our
congregation.
How (Possibilities):
• Strengthen and develop our monthly outreach
partner focus and Service Sunday program which
allows a monthly opportunity
to learn about and serve with ministry partners.
•Expand service opportunities for parishioners
of every station in life through local and regional
service/learning opportunities.
Grace Episcopal Church • Bainbridge Island

•Dedicate faith formation programs and program
activities to learn about, pray for, and act seeking
social justice and equity.
•Open up pastoral care offerings to attend to
needs of more diverse groups of parishioners.•Grow
in our commitments and actions in the work of
seeking social justice and equity.

V. Planning for Sustainability through
Stewardship and Leadership
Goal: Grace will use our financial resources, land,
and facilities sustainably, to serve our mission. This
work of stewardship will empower leaders to serve
effectively through ministry roles and structures,
moving us to grow in inclusion, discovery, service,
and gratitude.
Why: As Grace grows and matures, our leaders
need a plan that is transparent and invitational to

all members, to direct our resources and efforts
toward sustainable ministry.
How (Possibilities):
• Create a five year stewardship plan.
• Budget for and hire staff to sustain and grow
our ministry, including an associate priest and
staff music leader.
• Create a master plan for facilities and
grounds, including a timeline for maintenance
and improvement.
• Encourage and support vestry and PMC
members in their service.
• Integrate our commitment to ecological
renewal into our operations and planning for all
ministries.

inclusion • service • discovery • gratitude
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Prologue

Jesus said, “What is the kingdom of God like? And to what should I compare it?
It is like a mustard seed that someone took and sowed in the garden;
it grew and became a tree, and the birds of the air made nests in its branches.”
Luke 13:18-19

Grace Episcopal Church began in a time of
uncertainty and painful transition. When our
founders decided to form Grace, they crossed a
threshold into a new way of sharing in community
as disciples of Jesus. Grace was founded in 1992
when over eighty people left their spiritual home of
St. Barnabas Church and began a new Episcopal
community on Bainbridge Island. Gathering
in private homes on Sundays for Morning Prayer,
Grace’s founding members committed themselves
to an Episcopal identity, a non-hierarchical
leadership culture, an openness and adaptability
to change, and an eagerness to serve one another
and partner with their neighbors.

of clarifying concrete ways that we can live into
our core values. God continues to call each of us
individually, and all of us as a community, into
inclusion, service, discovery, and gratitude.

In June, 2019, the Vestry of Grace Episcopal
Church established a Strategic Planning
Committee to consider, “What is God calling
our church to be and to do in the years
ahead?” Our Rector, Wren Blessing, had
been with us just over a year, and we were
finally ready to consider this question. Initially,
our planning focused on how we could meet
our staffing and facility needs going forward.
In 2019, Grace was blessed with legacy gifts
designated to hire a Curate which, paired
Grace will be celebrating its thirtieth anniversary
in 2022. In ordinary times, this would be occasion with financial support from the Diocese of
enough to evaluate where we have been and
Olympia, allowed us to invite an associate
wonder where God is leading us. When we
priest onto our staff. Additional legacy gifts
were designated to help with longer-term
embarked on our strategic planning journey, we
capital needs. With these new developments,
had no way of knowing that we would also be
we were able to step back and look at the
confronting a whirlwind of converging crises: a
bigger picture for Grace’s future. The key
global pandemic, economic recession, political
issues and opportunities that we considered in
conflict, painful reckoning with racial injustice,
our planning include:
and the devastating effects of climate change.
Shared Leadership: Grace’s people are
In this context it became increasingly clear that
seekers and doers. A hallmark of our growth
our planning must be relevant to the changing
world we inhabit. As we prayerfully discussed and has been the unusual passion, insight, and
refined our plans for Grace, we saw the importance commitment of our founders to actively
3
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Prologue

partner with clergy and staff in doing the work
of the church. After 30 years, we are actively
passing the baton to a new generation of lay
leaders, many of whom joined the Episcopal
Church from other faith traditions. How can
we continue to benefit from the vision of our
founders, while engaging and preparing
new leaders with the passion and confidence
needed to carry out Grace’s mission?

people of all ages in our community. Our Outreach
and Pastoral Care Ministries have looked in new
directions as we ask this fundamental question:
“Who is our neighbor?”. We are growing to
engage our service and giving in ways that are
relational, reciprocal, and responsive to needs
close to home. How do we continue to grow our
commitments in this area, despite — and in direct
response to — the pandemic?

Impact of the Pandemic: We cannot
predict the long-term impact of the pandemic
on churches, but we already know that it
has changed how we will gather, worship,
communicate, serve, work and learn
together. As a church that is community and
relationship-centered, the pandemic has
been painful for Grace. Many of our existing
programs and new initiatives in outreach,
youth ministry, and music leadership have
been affected. These challenges, however,
are also opportunities to reach new people
and create new ways of living as God’s
people, using technology and media tools
that can help us engage with and serve our
community.

Social and Racial Justice: Many of our
congregants are becoming painfully aware of
the forces of white supremacy and structural
racism in U.S. culture. Grace is committed to
facilitating individual reflection, communal
discernment, and skill-building to prepare
our members to be anti-racist in their church,
work, family, and civic lives. We hope to
partner with other faith and community
organizations in these efforts.

Ministries of Service: In 2019, Grace shifted
the focus of its Outreach Ministry from grantgiving to ministry partnerships characterized by
hands-on service alongside partner organizations.
Relationships with our neighbors are a
fundamental way by which we seek to deepen
our spiritual life and increase the involvement of
Grace Episcopal Church • Bainbridge Island

Ministry to Families, Children, and Youth:
Many of Grace’s founding members were families
with children, and ministry to families with
children and youth became central to Grace’s
identity. Today more than ever, young families are
experiencing stress and worry about their children’s
futures, and are questioning the relevance of
their faith. We believe that Grace can be a source
of support, inspiration, and encouragement for
families and are committed to inviting families
into meaningful service and participation in our
community. In this plan, we commit to revitalizing
our ministry with families, children, and youth while
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strengthening our intergenerational programming, members expressed a deep appreciation for
so that children and youth grow integrated into
the setting in which we worship, and a desire to
our shared life.
cultivate and extend community through warm
hospitality. We have a growing desire to turn our
Stewardship: All leaders at Grace are called
attention outward in relationship and service
to steward God’s blessings as we realize our
alongside our larger community and the world.
mission and goals. The financial impact of
These aspirations are the foundation for our
this Strategic Plan on our annual budget
mission statement and this plan. It is with humility
will be significant. If we want to carry this
and gratitude for the gift of growing together that
plan through to its completion, it will require
we present Grace’s five year strategic plan to the
significant and sustainable increases in
people of Grace Church.
pledges to our annual campaign.
Knowing that a plan for Grace must
reflect the concerns and aspirations of our
parishioners, the committee held a series of 12
listening and focus groups during the period
from September 2019 to June 2020. A parishwide survey was also conducted during this
period. Over 200 people participated in one
or more of these activities. Joint Vestry and
Ministry retreats were held at the beginning
and end of the process to shape the plan.
By listening carefully, we heard important insights
about God’s presence in our lives and ministries.
Transformation and growth is already in progress
at Grace. We are playing catch-up with the Spirit,
who seems to be always ahead of us, bringing new
life. During the listening sessions, we understood
that the people of Grace want to grow deeper
spiritually through creative liturgy, prayer, arts,
music, and through learning and sharing. Grace
5
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Grace’s Enduring Values and Envisioned Future

In considering Grace’s vision for the future, the Strategic Planning Committee identified the strengths
and opportunities identified in our listening activities and focus groups, as well as local and national
trends. As part of our process, we revisited our core values and confirmed them as Grace’s foundational
principles, with some minor changes to address contemporary opportunities and challenges. We distilled
the underlying purpose from our values statements to create Grace’s mission statement. Our mission and
values statements are:

Mission
Everyone is invited and included here to discover and respond to God’s grace, and to love and serve all
creation with gratitude.

Values
Inclusion | We believe that God cares for and unconditionally loves all people. With the openness
and compassion of Jesus, we strive to reach out to others and work for peace, equity, and justice. We
open ourselves to relationships of mutuality, delight, and connection among all people. We welcome
and give thanks for all who wish to share God’s table.

Service | We join in a shared ministry in which clergy and laity serve and lead together. Every person
at Grace is invited to serve others. We embrace our church body as extended family and practice listening to God and each other. Reflecting love in action, we offer support that is relational and responsive.
We commit to sharing our lives, gifts, and resources with each other, our larger community, and the
world.

Discovery | In our own time and place, we discover the work of God’s Spirit and remain open to
God¹s future for us. Our faith weaves tradition together with what is new. Through worship, music, art,
poetry, and prayer, we actively cultivate our spiritual growth. We welcome the challenge and gift of
change as we journey through life and loss, celebrating all that abides.

Gratitude | When we come together, we gather with gratitude, trusting in the fundamental goodness
of God’s creation. We commit ourselves to delight in and conserve the natural world. By sharing our
gifts and giving thanks, we open ourselves to relationships that sustain our lives.

Grace Episcopal Church • Bainbridge Island
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Grace’s Enduring Values and Envisioned Future

The people of Grace reveal God’s creativity and goodness to one another. As we look toward the future,
we anticipate stepping into new relationships and new ministries. Significant strategies include:
• empowering each member of Grace Church to be involved in a ministry that is fitted to their 		
particular gifts and passions;
• exploring new ways of worshiping together, including online and social media programs;
• revitalizing programs for children, youth, and families;
• developing strong service partnerships with local organizations;
• joining with others to strive for equity and social justice;
• stewarding our assets, facilities and land to support our core values and ministries;
• creating new approaches to increase the number of people pledging financial gifts.
In the pages that follow, we identify concrete ways for individuals to contribute, grow, and develop
at Grace. We hope to expand Grace’s group of active leaders to include people of many ages and
backgrounds. We trust that we will grow as we keep our core values at the center of our work and
decisions.

7
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Goals, Strategies and Actions
“They are like trees planted by streams of water,
bearing fruit in due season, with leaves that do not wither..”
Psalm 1:3

To live more fully into our values and envisioned future, we are committed to the following goals and
strategies. The bullets in each section are examples of possible projects that may be carried out as part of
the goals and strategies.
• Extend worship and formation programs off-site,
including North Kitsap locations
• Determine target audiences for 			
Our survey demonstrated that there is a high level
community-based programs
of satisfaction among Grace members with our
• Determine which programs can and 		
liturgy. Some described it as “sense of the sacred,
should be offered in the community, 		
respect for mystery.” There is also optimism about
and develop plan and evaluate results
and support for our clergy leadership. Music is
• Offer family-friendly, shortened services and
valued as an important element of our worship
experience. Music, poetry, art, and faith formation outdoor liturgies; for example, adding a compline
programs are all important for our spiritual growth. or evening prayer service during the summer
• Create opportunities for intergenerational
Experiencing church online during the pandemic
has led us to discern new ways to cross thresholds participation in creative worship and formation
activities
that previously separated us, and open our doors
ever wider to embrace all who wish to be a part of
1.2 Strengthen Grace’s capacity for online
our community.
worship and digital faith-formation programs.
• Invest in equipment technology needed to
Goal #1: Through the leadership of its clergy,
provide online services
tribes, Eucharistic Ministers, and music circle,
Grace will support and strengthen the voices and • Provide tech support to ensure quality and
active participation of all gathered in prayer, art, accessibility
• Develop online presence after the pandemic to
and song.
meet current and future needs

1. Renewing our Culture in Worship
through Prayer, Art, and Song

Possible Strategies and Actions
1.1 Expand worship and formation programs to
new contexts, including places of human need
and transition.
Grace Episcopal Church • Bainbridge Island

1.3 Create and allocate necessary resources to
support interest-led groups for music (examples:
choral, jazz, children’s ensemble), and a leadership
plan that honors staff time and draws out new
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opportunities for participation and learning.
• Work with clergy, music staff, and volunteers to
nurture leadership for music initiatives
• Work with clergy, music staff, and volunteers to
nurture leadership for music initiatives
• Continue to recruit diverse solo and ensemble
offerings in congregation and community
• Invite every member of Grace to participate in
music offerings, from ensembles to instrumental
offerings, to congregational singing
• Integrate musical expression into faith formation
and other program ministries
• Cultivate music offerings and programs for
children and youth
1.4 Expand discernment for gifts in liturgical
leadership and provide education for
participation in liturgical ministries at Grace
for people of all ages, including:
• Acolyte ministries
• Eucharistic Ministers (GEMs)
• Lectors, Greeters, Oblation and Offertory
Bearers
• Home Eucharistic Visitors
1.5 Cultivate artistic responses to God and one
another.
• Offer and promote opportunities for teaching
and learning
• Share artwork in our space
• Weave art, and the creation of art, into our
gatherings
9
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• Reflect on poetry and culturally relevant artistic
expression
Resources needed for Goal 1: full-time Associate
Priest; additional paid hours (up to 1 FTE) for music
programming, including youth programming,
communications; volunteers to help with music,
including children’s music; more volunteers to
help with liturgy, music and on-line worship; and
funding for audio-visual equipment.

2. Inviting, Nurturing, and Incorporating
Families, Children, and Youth
Grace Church is growing as a community in
which children, youth, and families are accepted,
understood, welcomed, and nurtured. We learned
from our listening sessions and survey that there is
strong support for strengthening intergenerational
connections, and for empowering people of
different ages to lead, serve, pray, and play
together. This plan prioritizes the vital importance
of strengthening our ministry to families, children,
and youth, including proactively reaching out to
invite people from North Kitsap County and other
nearby regions to participate in our life together.
Goal #2: Drawing on the historic strength of our
youth ministries, Grace will revitalize our parish’s
children and youth ministries for our current context,
and support the integration of children, youth, and
families into all dimensions of parish life.

• service • discovery • gratitude
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Goals, Strategies and Actions

Possible Strategies and Actions
2.1 Build a spiritually nurturing community
for parents that supports them in raising their
children and youth in a complex and stressful
world.
• Adapt the opportunities provided by the church
to make them accessible and flexible given the
pace and schedule of the lives of parents
• Create more opportunities for people to form
meaningful relationships; for example, shared
meals, small groups
• Find ways to support younger members in
leadership and decision-making roles
• Provide formation opportunities for parents to
be introduced to basic practices and stories of our
faith tradition
2.2 Develop a renewed vision and capacity
to address the spiritual needs of middle
schoolers and high schoolers in our community
(Bainbridge and North Kitsap).
• Establish a representative group to develop a
vision for youth ministry at Grace
• Work with the Vestry, including finance and
development, to develop a plan to fund and sustain
our ministry with youth
2.3 Strengthen our commitment to be a
welcoming and safe place for our children and
youth and their friends (Bainbridge and North
Kitsap) to:

Grace Episcopal Church • Bainbridge Island

• Be received as their authentic selves
• Discover God’s presence and meaning in
their lives
• Have meaningful experiences in outreach and
service
• Express and build their creative, musical, and
leadership skills
2.4 Enhance opportunities for
intergenerational relationships, mentorship,
and spiritual friendship with children
and youth, including:
• Shared liturgical experiences
• Shared service and environmental projects
• Shared music, poetry, and art projects
• Vocational discernment
• Social and recreational activities
• Relationships of youth with younger children
• Opportunities to consistently hear and respond
to our scriptural story
• Developmentally appropriate learning objectives
2.5 Employ targeted communications to invite
new households to participate in Grace’s life,
with a focus on families with children.
• Determine target audiences and messaging for
communication, consistent with Grace’s mission
• Update website, social media, audio-visual, and
print materials, as appropriate
• Provide opportunities and tools to enable current
parishioners to invite friends and neighbors into the
Grace community

inclusion • service • discovery • gratitude
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Goals, Strategies and Actions
Resources needed for Goal 2: additional clergy
and staff hours allocated for family, children
and youth programming and communications;
volunteers to lead and help with children and youth
programming; funding for materials, supplies, and
outings; communications staff or volunteers to
reach out to our neighbors.

Possible Strategies and Actions

							
3.1 Create new ways of incorporating people.
• Establish a consistent process for welcoming
new participants into the life of our community, for
informing them, and for inviting them into deeper
relationships and engagement.
• Orient new members to Grace
• Cultivate the interdependence of various
3. Inclusive, Engaged,
ministries in engaging newcomers and those who
Intergenerational Community
may feel marginalized; for example, an Outreach
In our listening sessions and survey, many people
volunteer encourages a newcomer to join her in a
expressed a hunger for strengthening their
faith formation book study
relationships with others in the Grace community
• Identify general and more specific information
and having support to navigate life’s challenges.
that would be most useful to diverse individuals
This plan calls for an intentional re-imagining of
• Offer low-barrier opportunities for service and
several of Grace ’s ministries and gatherings, in
order to provide space for small groups of practice, fellowship/relationship building.
prayer, discernment, and learning to grow. Having
3.2 Provide and promote opportunities for
an inclusive, supportive, engaged community is
discernment, education, mentorship, and
a hallmark of Grace’s identity. In a culture where
people are hungry to belong and contribute, Grace participation for people of all ages, to prepare
them to serve in Grace’s diverse ministries,
will create structures that orient and incorporate
including:
people into our common life, and help individuals
• Create a process for every member of Grace to
identify and cultivate gifts to share. As our
discern their gifts, and practice using those gifts in
community changes, we will intentionally include
spiritual community and service; examples include:
and support those new to Grace, and those who
faith formation programming around spiritual
might feel marginalized.
gifts; gathering and developing new members to
participate in liturgy
Goal #3: Grace will encourage people of
• Equip diverse lay leaders to understand and
all ages and backgrounds to gather, to
intentionally embody their roles in liturgy, service,
share their gifts with one another, to be
and leadership
in mutual relationship with those of other
• Provide coaching and mentoring for new leaders
generations, and to participate
in small groups.
11
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Goals, Strategies and Actions
3.3 Explore potential to form and nurture small
groups:
• Be intentional about small group development,
including providing opportunities for life-stage
support and special-interest groups
• Focus connections and encourage friendships
within existing programs, structures and
committees, among people of all ages
• Offer facilitator tips and training to group
leaders, and track group participation

4. Pastoral Care and Outreach:
Relationships of Service and Mutuality

Each member of our community, no matter their
age, is called to pray for, serve, and grow in love for
neighbors inside and outside of our congregation.
Pastoral Care and Outreach are two pathways at
Grace to serve and grow in relationship with our
neighbors. Our plan builds on the directions set by
our gifted ministry leaders, expands the visibility
and priority of our relational ministries, and calls
3.4 Determine the future role of Tribes
for creative partnerships within our community and
at Grace.
other faith-based organizations. Both ministries
• Gather data that informs reflection on the history, invite all people of Grace Church to participate as
current functioning, and developmental opp
they are called and able. Sustained relationships of
ortunities for Tribes
service are deepened through our commitment to
• Consider implications of small-group ministry, as prayer, listening, reflection, service, and giving.
it relates to role and organization of Tribes
• Update the mission for Tribes, including their
Goal #4: Grace will equip and empower all
roles in incorporating members of the community,
parishioners to discern gifts for, be involved
and deepening spiritual growth through worship
in, and be transformed by ministries of
leadership
service in our common life, and with our
• Consider changing the name of the “Tribes”
neighbors.
ministry
• Communicate plans for the Tribes to the
Possible Strategies and Actions
congregation
Resources needed for Goal 3: parishioners trained
and ready to lead small groups and engage new
members; additional Tribe leaders; additional staff
and clergy hours allocated for discerning gifts and
coordinating/supporting the personal development
of leaders; funding for materials for new members.
Grace Episcopal Church • Bainbridge Island

4.1 Stimulate ongoing parish-wide
conversations, interest, and involvement in
service and social justice at Grace.
• Connect prayer, worship, and faith formation
activities with service and social justice concerns,
and invite people of every age to participate in
those activities
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• Share stories of the positive impact of Outreach
and Pastoral Care, and focus on ongoing
relationships that emerge in ministries of service;
focus our communications on the transformative
and reciprocal impact of Outreach and Pastoral 		
Care relationships
• Continue to make known the service
opportunities available for volunteer, financial, and
in-kind support
• Continue to offer intergenerational service
projects; examples: service Sundays, and engaging
children and youth in service projects that cultivate
relationships

needs.
• Continue to identify and respond to emerging
needs and provide pastoral care and service during
pandemic and other emergencies.
• Clarify both the roles and the limitations of Tribes
and other ministries in participating in Pastoral
Care and Outreach
• Create a consistent structure to respond
to pastoral-care needs with flexibility to use
friendship circles when appropriate, while making
participation in Pastoral Care accessible for all
• Establish a “bench” or reserve of individuals who
can respond to pastoral-care needs

4.2 Develop and nurture service partnerships
and relationships with our surrounding
neighborhoods, in Kitsap County, and with
other faith-based organizations.
• Collaborate with staff and others to identify
people’s interests, gifts, availability, and talents for
service, and interests in growing in relationship with
ministry partners
• Strengthen the roles and visibility of liaisons to
local organizations
• Engage youth regularly in Outreach service and
Pastoral Care; for example, cards to homebound
members
• Continue Grace’s commitment and partnership
with select missions, for example, Streets of Seattle,
KIAC, and La Iglesia de la Resurrección
• Sustain or increase our financial commitment to
service missions
4.3 Build a flexible network of resources within
Grace’s ministries to address pastoral-care
13 Grace Strategic Plan 		inclusion • service •

4.4 Grow in our commitment and action in the
work of justice and racial equity.
• Invite youth, children, and adults into
opportunities for learning, prayer, action, and
reflection as we seek God’s justice 			
together; for example, anti-racism and socialjustice curricula, such as Sacred Ground
• Understand that this work calls on many of us to
relinquish power and privilege
• Consider the role of small interest groups for
study, action, and parish-wide education, using
“Earth and Spirit” as a model
• Join with Diocesan, interfaith and other
community groups in advocacy efforts, and in
learning about other faith traditions
Resources needed for Goal 4: more individuals,
families, and youth to participate in service
projects; group leaders/liaisons for service
partnerships in the work of justice and racial equity;
discovery • gratitude
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Goals, Strategies and Actions

budget for supplies and other needs for service
projects; additional clergy hours allocated for
coordination/support of Outreach and Pastoral
Care.
5. Planning for Sustainability through
Stewardship and Leadership
As Grace grows and matures, our leaders need
a plan that is transparent and invitational to
all members, to direct our resources and efforts
toward sustainable ministry. We have a history of
shared leadership among staff and parishioners, a
deep appreciation for the land and facilities, and
substantial financial support from our membership.
Our plan recognizes the need to ensure strong
leadership succession as the facilities age, the
church grows, and original founders retire from
leadership. As we look to the future, there is an
ongoing need for leaders who are passionate,
courageous, and determined to help Grace reach
our goals.

Possible Strategies and Actions
5.1 Enhance the culture for everyone at Grace
to faithfully participate in pledging and giving.
• Create a giving plan that includes opportunities
for giving and messages that honor Grace’s culture
and values
• Support the plan with a committed, year-round
team and communications strategy
• Facilitate deeper Vestry and PMC participation
• Focus on communication that addresses how and
why we all give generously, and how giving is an
expression of gratitude

5.2 Strengthen the process by which members
are called and equipped for Vestry, Program
Ministry Council (PMC), and other programministry and leadership roles.
• Design Vestry and PMC meetings, or other
gatherings, to include leadership-development
activities; for example, an exercise that invites
reflection on group/team dynamics and leadership
Goal #5: Grace will use our financial gifts, functions
• Establish role descriptions for each position
land, and facilities sustainably, to serve
• Provide orientation and education opportunities
our mission. This work of stewardship
based on responsibilities
will empower leaders to serve effectively
• Plan for continuity of leadership in Vestry and
through ministry roles and structures,
PMC ministries to allow for transformative change;
moving our community to grow in
inclusion, discovery, service, and gratitude. for example, leaders enter and leave ministries in a
staggered pattern to allow for mentoring
• Actively recruit and prepare people for
participation in Diocesan training and leadership
opportunities, and to share their learnings with
Grace leadership and congregation
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5.3 Promote collaboration among Vestry,
ministries, and staff, living into the promise of
shared leadership.
• Use the strategic plan as the framework for
collaboration
• Build community among ministries to enhance
impact and enjoyment, shifting from a sense of
obligation to mutual support and satisfaction
• Store all governing documents on a shared file
server that can be accessed by each appropriate
group
• Blend the skills of newer leaders with those who
have previous history and experience in planning
groups; for example, staffing allocation, use of
property, finance
5.4 Employ and plan for the retention of
sufficient, qualified staff to meet ministry and
program requirements
• Commit to the call of a full-time associate priest
as a priority
• Improve hiring and orientation practices for new
staff
• Develop a staffing plan, including analyzing
the deployment of staff, identifying gaps and
allocating resources creatively to meet the highestpriority needs
• Develop a retention plan to identify and address
staff satisfaction and commitment
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5.5 Create a process and tools to
systematically forecast budget needs into
the future
• Identify data needed to plan
• Include staff and ministry priorities
• Plan for resources needed for communication,
technology and programs
• Analyze existing resources and update the
forecast of budget needs annually
5.6 Practice faithful stewardship of the
material resources we hold, the facilities and
the land, and share them with our larger
community, particularly those who are in need.
• Use expert help to revise the master plan for
facilities and land use
• Specify changes needed to improve the 		
use of existing space for program, meeting,
and office functions
• Plan for HVAC, multimedia, and sound 		
engineering requirements
• Address short and long-term capital 		
improvement needs
•Analyze existing resources and create/update
a capital-reserve study to forecast use of capital
resources and plan for future facilities needs
• Form a study group to consider the long-term use
of property in service of Grace’s missions
5.7 Complete assessment and improvements in
technology and the database to:
• Understand our congregation, their
demographics, interests, and skills

• service • discovery • gratitude
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• Plan, predict, track, and target messaging and
growth
• Keep up-to-date membership data in Realm, and
provide easy-to-access information so that it is
accessible to all at Grace
• Offer high quality online services and faith
formation classes

annual funding to retain a sufficient number of
staff positions, and technology to support them;
capital funds to address current and future facility
and property needs.

5.8 Expand our stewardship vision and
practices to incorporate environmental
stewardship from buildings/grounds efforts to
worship to faith formation
• Include conservation considerations in all plans
for facility improvements and land use
• Continue groups such as Earth and Spirit for
study, action, and parish-wide formation
• Partner with local organizations in work on
climate justice, and share information with the
congregation for study and action
• Sponsor and support intergenerational
experiences of the natural world (outdoor worship
experiences, hiking, birdwatching, Grace land)
• Support youth programs related to creation care;
for example, events sponsored by Diocese, local
high schools, and other youth organizations
Resources needed for Goal 5: Increased annual
giving; parishioners willing to commit to building
a stronger annual and large-gifts program;
additional allocation of clergy and parishioner time
for leadership development; more volunteers with
expertise in specific areas such as finance, facility
planning, technology, and video work; sufficient
Grace Episcopal Church • Bainbridge Island
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Summary and Conclusion

On either side of the river is the tree of life with its twelve kinds
of fruit, producing its fruit each month; and the leaves of the tree are
for the healing of the nations.
										

Revelation 22:2b

We are committed to spiritual growth, leadership, and service grounded in Grace’s core values. In this
2020-2025 Strategic Plan, we are growing toward the rootedness and sustainability of our life together.
We hope that the discipline of prayerful listening and strategic planning will become a regular part of our
work at Grace as we continue to grow together.
We thank the many members and leaders of Grace who took time to be a part of our listening sessions,
focus groups, parish-wide survey and feedback sessions. In developing this plan, we carefully reviewed
their ideas and tried to include them in crafting our goals and strategies.
This is an ambitious five year plan. We will depend on the efforts and prayers of the Grace community.
This plan will demand an intentional focus on stewardship. Vestry and Program Ministry Council leaders
will provide oversight, reviewing our progress and updating the plan annually. We commit to keeping our
work in carrying out this plan prayerful and transparent.
Faithfully,

The Rev. Wren Blessing, Rector and the Rev. Stephen Crippen, Curate
Vestry and Strategic Planning Committee
Grace Episcopal Church,

Strategic Planning Committee
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Wren Blessing, Rector

Stephen Crippen, Curate

Judith McKenzie, Facilitator

Daphne Davies, Warden

Luke Yoder, Warden

Kim Cockroft, Staff

Brian Forbush

Cynthia Kuhn

Patty Molloy

Krista Webb
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